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South Africa’s Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (REI4P)
Frequently Asked Questions

Q

How does one establish the cost of electricity in present-day South Africa?

A

Levelised Cost of Electricity (LCOE) is a standard industry metric used to achieve a comparison per unit cost to produce electricity. It is routinely used to
accurately compare the generation costs of very different technologies.

Q

What do the different technologies available to SA cost?

A

By the end of 2015, the tariff for utility scale Wind and Solar PV was R0.62c/kWh. Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) stood at R3.09/kWh. The tariff for baseload
coal IPPs in 2016 was R1.03 R/kWh. New coal-fired power stations Medupi and Kusile costs are still dependent on when the build programme is concluded,
but in 2016 stood at R1.05/kWh and R1, 16/kWh respectively (CSIR, 2016).
The difference between privately built power and Eskom built power is that the cost of IPPs is fixed and any overruns are for the cost of the investor. In the
case of Eskom build programmes Medupi and Kusile, cost overruns currently stand at around 298% (CSIR, 2016).
It is also worth noting that any new power generator added into an existing power system that is based on fully depreciated old plant, will require initial
support and will result in increasing electricity tariffs. That is because a new power generator simply cannot compete with an existing, fully depreciated fleet
that only has to cover maintenance and fuel costs.
Useful cost comparisons should therefore be made between ‘new’ technologies OR between ‘old’ technologies. It is not accurate to compare new and old
technologies.

Q

What is the average time it takes to bring different new power plants online?

A

The average lead time of the operational IPP’s under the REI4P has been 1.8 years and budget has been achieved in 98% of cases (IPPO, 2016).

Q

What are the different electricity generation technologies under the REI4P and how much are they contributing to
South Africa's energy mix?

A

The energy minister made a determination 14 7GW of capacity be procured of the different renewable energy technologies available. These technologies
include onshore wind – 6.3GW; Solar PV – 6.2GW; CSP – 1.2GW and other technologies* - 940MW (IPPO, 2016).

The Medupi coal-fired power station has been under construction since 2007. The Kusile coal-fired power station has been under construction since 2008.
Initially Eskom estimated R69 billion for 6 units at Medupi, and R80 billion for Kusile (Eskom, 2007). Due to construction delays, the latest estimated cost for
Medupi has increased to R135 billion and for Kusile, to R160 billion. Both these estimates do not include the costs of flue gas desulphurization and most
significantly, do not include interest during construction (IDC). Analysts have estimated that adding these costs would result in final costs of R195 billion and
R225 billion respectively.

To date, 112 projects have been successfully procured under REI4P bid windows completed by the end of 2015, of which 54 reached commercial operation
date (COD) and have contributed 2.9GW of renewable energy to the national grid (IPPO, 2016).
* Landfill 3MW; biomass 0 MW; hydropower 14MW and small RE 400MW

Q

How much has the REI4P contributed to the SA economy?

A

Since its initiation in 2012, the programme has been instrumental in attracting significant foreign and domestic investment. The REI4P has been uniquely
successful too due to its social and environmental elements. Of the approximately R201.8 billion Investment attracted to date, 25% of this is made up of
foreign direct investments. The balance is made up of domestic investments.
The delayed projects up to round 4.5 have an investment value of R58 billion.
The programme also recognises and supports South Africa’s developmental objectives and priorities by making opportunities available to local
communities and economies. By the end of Round 3.5 the programme had distributed R472.6m to SED & ED initiatives. To date, over 26 000 jobs were
created during the construction phase and over 3 000 jobs created in operations (IPPO, 2016). The delayed projects have committed to creating over 15 000
jobs. IPPs have generally exceeded their job creation commitments by 27% (IPPO, 2016).
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Q

What are the social development programmes IPPs generally invest in?

A

By December 2016 R145 million (47%) of all investment into communities was spent on education and skills development. Northern Cape receives the lion’s
share (51%) of all SED and ED contributions from IPP’s (IPP Office, 2016).

Q

Why is the REI4P lauded as one of the most ambitious South African public-private partnerships (PPPs) to date?

A

The REI4P follows a competitive bidding process the benefits of which include increased competition to drive reduced pricing to allow South Africa to meet
its climate change commitments whilst producing and supplying much needed cost-effective capacity to the grid.
In addition to compliance with competitive bid requirements, which carry a 70% weighting on pricing, IPP’s must include plans for achieving
socio-economic development and enterprise development to communities in a 50KM radius of IPP sites as part of their bid. This additional component
carries a 30% weighting (Eberhard, Kolker, & Leigland, 2014).
The combination of a competitive bidding procurement approach along with a heavily weighted socio-economic development component makes South
Africa’s REI4P a uniquely ambitious PPP.

Q

In 2015, South Africa was one of the top 5 investors in renewable energy. Where do we stand now and why?

A

South Africa ranked 8/10 for developing economy investments in RE in 2015/16 after having dropped out of the top in 2014. Globally, investments into RE
are up 309% to $4.5Bn (2015/16). SA now ranks 7th in the world by asset finance of RE. Developing economies investment in RE slowed down in 2016
primarily due to scheduled delays or delays in signing of auction schedules (FS-UNEP Collaborating Centre, 2016). Eleven percent of total shareholder value
is held by local SA communities. Given current delays on PPA conclusion, it is likely that SA will again drop out of the top 10 rankings in 2016/17.

Q

What is the renewable energy installed capacity in South Africa and how do we compare to other regions of the globe?

A

As of 2016, South Africa has 6376 MW procured. Of this, approximately 2 200MW capacity has been delayed with PPAs unsigned since late 2015.
South Africa is the largest Wind power producer on the continent, ranked 5th in the world for CSP generation, and 10th in the world for Solar power at Utility
scale.

Q

What are the pricing trends of the REI4P?

A

In Rounds 1-3 of REI4P, RE prices were significantly higher than in rounds 4 onward. These dropped approximately 68% within 4 years (IPPO market overview,
Sept 2016). All Capital costs are borne by the private sector and are recovered via the tariff paid by Eskom over 20 years. Any cost-overruns are carried by the
private sector. Fuel costs are zero, there are operational and maintenance costs.

Q

What are the risks associated with RE build programmes like the REI4P?

A

The risks mainly relate to variability of supply. Note that solar and wind resources are not unpredictable or unreliable, merely variable. Variability can be
addressed by dispersed placement so that wind and solar resources placed in different parts of the country can combine to provide collective reliability.
In 2016, solar and wind power generation was stable, with plant capacity factors significantly higher than in other parts of the world (CSIR April 2017).

Q

How much has the RE program invested in local Enterprise Development (ED) and Socio-Economic Development (SED) Initiatives?

A

During the competitive bidding process, IPPs make commitments for ED and SED. These commitments only become obligations once IPP’s have
commenced operations and revenues are received.
By the end of 2016 alone, 54 operational IPP’s had contributed R298 million in SED spend. On ED, R94.6 million has been spent by operational IPP’s (IPP
Office, 2016).
IPP’s have a present project value of R70.1 billion of which R35.1 billion has been spent on local procurement. In other words, 51% of the value has been
locally procured. This exceeds the bidding target commitment of 45% (IPP Office, 2016).
This significant investment in the industry has seen the development of both upstream and downstream manufacturing and service industries for the
country, and for those communities where IPP’s are located. The Northern Cape Province hosts 52% of RE power plants (IPP Office, 2016).
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Q

How many jobs have been created by the REI4P programme since inception?

A

Exceeding bid commitments by 27%, IPP’s have created 29 888 job years* for South African citizens, 91% of employment opportunities have been created
during the construction phase and the remaining 9% in operations. Of the jobs created, 47% were for youth, 10% were for women. Women occupy over 30%
of senior management positions in construction and operations.
As the renewable industry is still relatively new, it cannot claim to be in a position to make up for all the job losses associated with transition away from a
long-standing coal-dominant economy. It can however, contribute to the provision of new opportunities for employment. As the industry matures and the
value chain grows, the job creation potential can expand accordingly.
Planning for the transition is an important part of achieving the full potential of transition. It is critical that the commitment to achieving a low carbon,
job-creating future is clear at the level of national leadership, so that all the necessary actions can be supported fully by government and the many
opportunities enabled.
* The equivalent of full time employment for one person for one year

Q

What is the most common Development investment made by IPPs?

A

By December 2016, R145 million (47%) of all investment into communities has been spent on education and skills development (IPP Office, 2016).

Q

Where are the IPP's located in the country?

A

South Africa has very good wind resources along its coast, and very good solar resource in the interior. Of the 112 projects in the REI4P, the Northern Cape in
the interior, has the highest number of IPP's at 52%, followed by the Eastern Cape (15%) and then Western Cape (12, 5%) along the coast (IPP Office, 2016).

Q

What are the advantages of relying on private investors to finance and build power plants?

A

The REI4P has attracted R201.8 billion total investment. Of this, 24% represents foreign direct investment (FDI) (IPPO, 2016).
PPAs are valid for 20 years and as pricing/payment terms are fixed over the length of the agreement, consumers benefit from price stability and predictability.
PPA’s shield consumers from impacts of market shocks which may affect tariffs (World Bank, 2017).
A number of the IPP’s are located in areas which did not have access to the national grid. IPPs fund their own grid connections including any reinforcement
of the existing infrastructure required to facilitate grid access (Reynecke, 2016). In this way, IPP’s support public infrastructure development.

Q

What is the current status of Eskom’s mega build programmes Medupi and Kusile?

A

Kusile (4800MW) and Medupi (4764MW), ESKOM's 2 new coal fired power stations have been under construction since 2007 & '08, respectively and were
both originally scheduled to have been completed in 2017 for Kusile and 2015 for Medupi. To date, only Medupi's unit 1 has reached COD, and is expected
to be fully operational in 2020. COD for Kusile is now estimated to be Sept 2022.
Latest Cost to Company (CTC) estimation (July 2016) for Kusile stands at R225Bn (incl. FGD; IDC & contractor settlements) and CTC for Medupi is R195Bn (incl.
FGD; IDC & contractor settlements). The 2016 CTC estimates for both new build projects represent a 30, 6% (Kusile) and 23, 7% (Medupi) increase from 2013
ESKOM estimates.

Q

What is South Africa's power generation planning process?

A

The Integrated Resource Plan is South Africa's planning policy to determine the best generation mix to meet future energy demands. The process has the
following steps:
1) Developing and collating assumptions: includes updating previous IRP iterations and looking at new information based on any changes in the
relationship between electricity demand and South Africa’s economic development imperatives, particularly over the previous 3 years; looking at new fuels
and technologies (locally and globally); the impacts of demand and supply on the affordability of electricity; the development of different carbon mitigation
strategies and their impact on long term electricity supply (usually to 2050).
2) Policy Adjustment: this step involves the utilization of all of the information above to inform the development different scenarios and how these scenarios
impact the country’s natural and economic resources
3) Path of least regret: this is the selected new IRP which factors in flexibility mechanisms for decisions that need to be taken before the next IRP update (DOE,
2016).
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